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Introduction to the University of Alberta

• 5 campuses
• ~31,000 Undergraduate students
• ~7,500 Graduate students
• 15,000 Employees
• Over 275,000 Alumni
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U of A Advancement

• Fundraisers both centrally and in faculties/units
• ~70 full-time frontline fundraisers, including Senior Staff/Leadership
• The Office of Advancement raises ~$130M a year
• Over 400k entities
• Over 15k active prospects
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Early rating systems

• Historical ratings heavily focused on 
financial capacity

• Sometimes based entirely on real estate
• Individuals only, nothing for 

corporations, foundations, or other 
organizations
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Corporate and Foundation Relations (CFR) - Overview

• CFR developed as a unit in 2011 to provide a single 
point of contact for organizations

• Fundraise all across the University
• Collaborate with faculties and units
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CFR ratings

• Basic affinity included in initial 
CFR rating. 

• Weighted averages on the 
factors in the rating help 
prioritize the prospects.
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Pros and Cons of the CFR Rating Formula

Pros
• Quick and easy
• Good starting point to get us 

beyond a money focus
Cons
• Very shallow examination of our 

relationship with an org
• Affinity currently not quantifiable 

- just a ranking
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Opportunities in the future

• Expanded affinity score to capture 
more of the depth of the 
relationship

• Make affinity more quantifiable and 
less subjective

• Determine if there’s value in 
creating a separate capacity element
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• Pressure for large prospect portfolios 
within a short period of time

• Tendency to go for the “low hanging 
fruit” – prospects with high financial 
capacity and apparent direct 
correlation with fundraising initiatives

• Possibly missing quality prospects that 
have strong institutional affinity but 
minor or no apparent direct 
correlation with fundraising initiatives 

Picking “Low Hanging Fruit”
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Climbing the Tree

• Datamining with a broader 
institutional focus often is a 
piecemeal process that can be 
time consuming and unfocused 
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“A Database Ladder” – The Affinity Dashboard 

A dashboard is an interactive graphical 
representation of current and historical data. 
The Affinity Dashboard utilizes various data 
elements to create an affinity score quantifying 
the University alumni’s institutional affinity and 
engagement. 
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Affinity Scoring – The Engagement Pathway Steps
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• Connect = how they connect to the institution (for example, awards, 
publication subscriptions, student participation, institutional employment)

• Give = giving history (recency and frequency of giving, and cumulative giving)
• Help = volunteerism and committee participation (for example, Board of 

Governors, Alumni Council, Senate)
• Go = activity / event participation and attendance 

Add all four values above to get the total Affinity Score 

Affinity Scoring – The Affinity Values
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Dashboard Filters
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Affinity Dashboard
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Changing the System

• Current stats:
• over 15,000 active 

prospects, of which 
9000+ are located in 
Edmonton and Calgary 
(our key geographic 
markets)
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Changing the System

• Assigned vs Pool: Approx. 
60% of our active 
prospects are assigned to 
Development staff, the 
remaining 40% are held 
for future assignment/ 
qualification in what we 
call our prospect pool
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Changing the System

• As a result of initial 
portfolio-building 
approaches (based on 
largely on financial capacity), 
we now have a sizeable 
prospect pool to support 

• But, are they the right
prospects?
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Changing the System

• Concerns – low affinity/ 
lack of engagement; 
limited donation history; 
majority of the pool 
skews to our lower 
rating categories
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Moving Forward – Create Pool Standards

• Goal has been to focus on identification 
with the assumption that all identified will 
be assigned

• But, is it realistic to assume that a 
prospect identified three years ago is 
relevant today?

FUNDRAISER
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Moving Forward – Create Pool Standards

• Step 1 – Systematically remove lowest value 
prospects –for us, affinity <5 and no contact info

• Step 2 – Devise a plan to maintain the prospect 
pool
• Review all unassigned pool prospects identified 

more than 3 years ago
• Focus on Edmonton and Calgary first to support 

fundraiser demand
• Step 3 – Develop additional tableau tools to 

support future prospecting efforts
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First expected outcome –
less manual review

• In current approach, analyst 
often will manually review a 
large list of potential 
prospects prior to 
recommending assignment
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Case Study – Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry

• Situation –major faculty; significant staff turnover including 
their fundraising team lead; ambitious financial goal for 
current fiscal year

• Challenge – almost 1500 assigned prospects plus 600 in the 
prospect pool and only 7 fundraisers to support these 
relationships

• Approach – engagement with remaining fundraising team 
to flag their top prospects; systematic review of remaining 
prospects
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Second expected outcome – More time spent on finding 
top rated prospects

• Use systematic 
screening tools to 
quickly flag promising 
prospects; re-focus 
greater time and 
energy on uncovering 
wealth in our upper 
rating categories
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Moving Forward – Greater focus on top rated prospects

• Step 1 – Identify flags for potential high wealth indicators
• Ex. 

• Step 2 – Expand rating formula to better capture wealth potential
• Only to be used if entity has flags of high wealth capacity
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Institutionalizing the Change

• Prospect Management Policy 
updated to support prospect 
movement

• “Portfolio Health” tracking to 
encourage prospect managers 
to qualify assigned prospects 
which, in turn, will allow for 
greater movement from pool 
to portfolio
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In Summary

• The use of a quantifiable affinity score and data visualization has improved our 
portfolio building and pool management

• We will continue to seek opportunities for growth, such as developing a more 
detailed breakdown of affinity for organizational prospects

• We hope to use tools like data visualization to reduce time spent on manual 
review of entry level prospects and focus greater time and energy on top rated 
prospects
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Thank you for coming to our session!

You can reach us at:

Rena Liviniuk: liviniuk@ualberta.ca; 780-492-9965

Stacey Bissell: stacey@ualberta.ca; 780-492-7761

Steven Sorensen: ssorense@ualberta.ca; 780-492-7542


